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Carterwood were instructed by Care Your Way Limited to
undertake research into domiciliary care providers who may
be seeking a sale.

Background:
• This acquisition was part of a wider expansion and acquisitions strategy by

Care Your Way Limited and Carterwood had already recently acquired one
company as part of this strategy.

• A provider of home care and support services since 2005, Local Care
Group is a well-established company, and has been operated and
managed by the owner of the business.

• Local Care Group operates in the domiciliary care sector in Surrey,
Sussex, Hampshire, Buckinghamshire and SW London, which are key
target areas for Care Your Way Limited.

What we did:
• Carterwood undertook bespoke research to identify suitable domiciliary

care businesses within the specified target areas of Surrey and Berkshire,
within Care Your Way Limited’s existing area of operation. 

• Bespoke approaches were made to the owners of businesses within these
areas, maintaining confidentiality at all times.

• We received an initial enquiry from the owner of Local Care Group and
facilitated a meeting between the vendor and Care Your Way Limited.
Carterwood negotiated heads of terms and managed the transaction
through to completion.

Second successful acquisition for Care Your Way Limited

Added value:
• Despite a slight variation in trading performance in the latter stages of the

deal and a complex company structure, Carterwood were able to steer 
the transaction through to completion.

• Bespoke acquisition approaches ensured that only businesses with the
correct profile were approached.

• Targeted approach ensured the vendor could see the approach was
genuine.

• Ensured confidentiality was retained throughout.
• Transaction was completed in six months from the time of response to 

our approach.


